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The following is a list of the units that have been open 

since the last unit update in the pond. 

N148 E61 LClt 18 DCI)'-'arl arid LavelY 
N146 E61 Lot 17 Bart or. 
N146 E63 L.Clt -::'7 

1.;;. ..... 1 Perlder-'s 
N14L .. E6l LI:,t 16 Bartorl 
N14 L• E63 Lot ....•. -. .....:..:::. 

I spoke with Armelagos. He said all they would need is about one 
rib to do the initial collagen count, from that they should be 

J able to tell us how much material, they would need to get a 
date. He also said that it would not surprise him if the white 
material was in fact some sort of reduced cranial matter. He 
stated that they have seen some material of that nature from 
Nubia. Unfortunately they have not been able to do too much 
with it from an analytical standpoint. They were interest~d in 
hemoglobins and unfortunately hemoglobins denaturize in such a 
manner that any hemoglobin analysis was impossible. He also 
stated that it would not be best not to treat with thomo! or any 

, ~ 

other substances and the best procedure would be to simply freeze 
a few ribs from each individual, thereby eliminating the 
possibility of microbial action. There are some microbes which 
feed upon collagen, thereby making collagen dating difficult if 
nc,t imp,:,ssible. I aisci sp,:dol.e wit,h Vaughrl Bt"'yar. at Texas A £.(. M. 
He stated that if the pollen recovery is good, as little as a 
35mm film canister full of peat would be sufficient for analysis. 
Larger volumes would be necessary for microfloral analysis. The 
best handling procedure would be to fill a plastic zip lock bag 
with material and then bag it in a ,paper bag and freeze the 
entire sample. We will plan on doing this procedure. He also 
recommended we 'take a sample beneath the rib cage and one from 
the abdominal area, and one from Just above the rib cage. This 
sampling strategy may be difficult with scattered material, but 
it may be possible with more intact or quasi articulated burials. 
We have begun setting well points with a slightly different pump 
and well procedure due to the shorter riser lengths of 9 feet. 
The standard 20 ~oot section was somewhat longer than need and 
Ken Upthegrove cut sections about 6 feet shorter. The well point 
system is going in on the eastern margin of the southern dike. 
At this point, we have put two points on the east side riser, 10 
on the south and have 4 more to set. We have attempted to take 
one of the long risers apart, but at this point we have been 
unsuccessful. The Jet hose broke and we are waiting for Ken to 
bring us in another to fix the leak so we can continue and set 
the last few remaining well points. There is some seepage, the 
main pump is off right now but we will be turning it on fairly 
soon. We are throwing the discharge water into the sump on the 
east side of the eastern dike. We have built a small dam to keep 
it from filling the entire eastern drainage area. It is working 
fairly well. We're getting the points set fairly rapidly. Ken 
showed Dave and Billie Barton how to run the backhoe and we're 
dropping the backhoe bucket into the excavation area, filling it 



and simply lifting it out of the excavation area. We are 
expecting more rain this afternoon, possibly several inches. We 
want to get the well point system in as quickly as possible and 
we also are covering the units with plastic and/or tarps to 
reduce the damage the rain might do. In N148 ES1 dickel is down 
122Cm from Bench Mark 3. We see red peat which grades into the 
yellow fiber brown at 130 cm, the yellow fiber brown grades into 
the red rubber peat. In that unit, he has already found 
approximately 9 different element fragments, obviously, the 
skeletal density has increased dramatically. In this unit, we're 
also seeing the first indications of the rams horn shell, and it 
looks like we're clearly into the lower peat. 

I Just spoke to Flower's lab and they're sending the water 
analysis to us and we should have it by Monday. There are some 
striking differences between the water samples from Pond C and 
the well points, and the pond from the west side of the road. 
For example the sulfide in the west pond is 170 millig~ams per 
liter, Pond C 3000 milligrams per liter, in the well points 3500 
miligrams. The Ph of the west pond is 2.9, Pond C 5.3, and the 
well points 6.4. The Calcium 4 in the west pond, 104 in Pond C, 
and 109 in the well points. The strontium levels based on my 
memory seem quite high at .27 in the west pond, .425 mililigrams 
per liter in Pond C, .52miligrams per liter in the well points. 


